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 Stepped spillways employ as one of the energy dissipation at water project. Appropriate 

function of this structure at energy dissipation makes the researchers to study the 

effective factors on energy dissipation. Geometric parameter such as height, length and 

number of steps analysis were done with fluent software in order to determine energy 

dissipation. Consider coarseness and edged of steps in this numerical method. Nappe 
and non-nappe flow as important flow in spillways basic model are made with Gambit 

software k-ε and volume of fluid are used at this paper of turbulence model and the 

separation method. Counter of water level, pressure field and velocity field are shown 
and diagram is used for final sequel and goal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Plan and use of stepped spillways has a history of 3000 years. The first stepped spillway was used in a dam 

in Greece. These spillways are used in different forms including the roller compacted concrete and in recent 

decades considering the advances in human society, these spillways have been taken into account. Using the 

RCC and compatibility of the stepped spillways with this technology has caused the importance of the stepped 

spillways [5]. The oldest stepped channels of the world are a series of the underpass stepped channels which 

were built in Cert Island in Mediterranean Sea about 1500 years ago.  

 In addition how to develop the stepped architecture by the ancient people is studied. The oldest stepped 

spillway of the world is probably the stepped spillway of Ackarnania in ancient Greece which is built about 

1300 years B.D. The stepped spillway had the height of 10.5 m and the length of 25 meters and is built by soil 

material. The lower domain of it has 14 steps and is built with stone and mantling and the slope of the foot is 

about 45 degree.  

 The height of the steps is about 0.6 to 0.9 m [16]. Today, due to the importance of the energy improvement 

in all human activities, the stepped spillways are used. This type of spillways is proper for energy consumption 

and is used in many designs and plans. In Iran (ancient Pars) the dam of Kawuthar with the height of 144 m and 

concrete type was built in 2002 and is an example of the stepped spillway. The energy consumption of the water 

flow in this construct attracted most of the researchers and its economic saving and reduction of costs has been 

significant and caused the use of these spillways in civil projects. The merging of energy in stepped spillways 

happens by different factors.  

 

Background: 

 Using the stepped spillways reduces the speed and decline of energy and provides more energy flow 

through creating turbulence in the length of the construct and increases the self-filtration power of the river by 

proper flow of sir in the region of the steps. Significant energy decline in this constructs causes that the depth of 

the digging in the lower part and the height of the side walls to reduce [19].  

 Cassidy was the first researcher which used the La Plass equation and its solution to solve the difference for 

the flow analysis on the spillways.   He used the theory of the potential flow and could analyze the free level of 

the water and the pressure of water, the results of the study was nearly same as the laboratory results [4].  

 Most of the works done in the field of stepped spillways in the laboratory were not enough and the 

statistical method of analysis is used for them. Chen and colleagues used the limited volume method and 
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analyzed the flow on the stepped spillways and used the K-ɛ model for determining the turbulence of the water 

[6].  

 Chanson provided equations for determining the type of flow and the amount of energy used and the energy 

distribution on the spillways which were the bases of many studies [7].  

 Peyras studied the form of the steps in the spillways and suggested the special changes at the level of the 

steps and made them shelved [16].  

 James introduced a new method for stepped spillways and designed the edge of them in V form and 

analyzed the data. This change caused the increased energy depreciation on the spillways [11].  

 Kokpinar did some experiments of the stepped spillways in three different models so that in the first model 

there was no horizontal element and in the second model and the horizontal were on all the steps and in the third 

model the horizontal element was put on the steps in intervals. The results of the study showed the proper 

performance of the third model in aerobic terms [12].  

 Sorensen studied the three models of the Monsccevil dam in Newjesry and compared them. Finally the use  

of stepped spillways resulted in reduction of kinetic energy and then the dimension of the rest lavers [17].  

 Spalding and Launder were the first people whi used the K-ɛ model in the stepped spillways and then tried 

use in in their modelings [13].  

 Boes and Hager in a study, provided  the type and boarder of the flow in stepped spillways [3].  

 Chinnarasi and Wongwisess defined the type of the flow in stepped spillways using the slope steps through 

the following equations [8].  
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 The results showed the least depth for the cohesive flow in equation 1 and the most critical depth in the 

simple steps in equation (2).  

 Ebrahimi studied the energy depreciation in the net stone stepped spillways and introduced the general 

parameters of the lower slope of the steps, the amount of porosity of the stones and the flow passage Debi as the 

effective factors on creating depreciations. He finally concluded that using the stone spillways can be an 

alternative in energy depreciation (1).  

 Vrajavand and colleagues studied the energy depreciation in the stepped spillways by the numerical model 

in comparing the results of the physical model in the Hydraulic laboratory of Shahdi Chamaran University, 

Faculty of aqua science engineering. They found that the high stable energy leads to increase in the number of 

steps and significant increase of energy depreciation [19].  

 The researchers studied the flow Hydraulic in the stepped spillways in recent years and did a lot of activities 

in this filed. During the years 1985-2000, 21 conferences were held on the issue of stepped spillways in different 

parts of the world. Aerating the stepped spillways was an important and significant point about them.  

 Asefiee and Colleagues did the numerical simulation of two dimensional hydraulic jumps on the reverse 

sloped levels by the help of Fluent software. Finally, they used the numerical results to study the water profile 

and the changes in kinetic energy in the length of the laver [2].  

 Yazdi and colleagues studied the numerical simulation in the stepped spillways and the results of their study 

showed that this is a good method for predicting the rolling and complicated flows on the stepped spillways 

[20].  

 Meftahi and colleagues tested the energy depreciation in the stepped spillways by using the inscrutable 

sheets and the results of the study showed that increasing the energy efficiency in the sheets with 10 cm height 

is better compared to the 20 and 30 cm sheets [15].  

 The studies mentioned above show that there are different borders for recognizing the type of flow in the 

stepped spillways which are studied by the researchers and are different due to various condition of the 

experiment such as the debi and geometry. The results of the numerical studies show that all the works done by 

the numerical studies were more focused on the simple stepped spillways. The numerical studies done by the 

researchers include the type of border condition and the primary condition of the numerical models. In recent 

years a lot of studies are done on these types of spillways and a lot of results are obtained. In addition, a lot of 

studies are done on the horizontal element. New forms of the steps are examined for the stepped spillways and 

the effect of the elements and new forms of the steps are studied on the energy depreciation.  

 

Research method: 

 Use of numerical models and the algorithm have always been easier than applying the experimental 

methods in the laboratories. So, they have been used by many researchers in recent years and the present study 

was not an exception. First the stepped spillway with the steps of different dimensions is prepared at the end of 
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the steps. Type of material in the body of the steps is changes and the number of steps and other factors which 

may affect the energy depreciation are taken into account. The difference between the width, length and slope of 

the steps and the coarseness of the body makes the effect of each parameters known, the other issue which 

should be considered here, is that the passing flow is free and this level should be determined. Due to the nature 

of the stepped spillways, the two-phased flows including the weather are emerged. VOF model can be used to 

observe the flow. The research is using the modeling analysis by the Fluent software [9]. Fluent is general 

software of modeling the flow in two or three dimensional form.  

 The first edits of the software only analyze the ordered networks but the new edition analyzes the 

disordered flows, too. Most of the users of the fluent software use the code for analyzing the compressible flows 

and transmitting the temper. But it is not used in solving the hydraulic problems and specially the free flows. In 

this software, the cohesive equations and Navir-stocks equations are used in flow analysis and if the flow is 

disturbed, the dominant equations are changed and different models are used to determine the vertical viscosity.  

 

Studied experimental models: 

 In this research two experimental model are studied in the hydraulic laboratory of the aqua engineering 

faculty of Ahvaz University to calibrate the results by numerical methods.  

 Sic physical models of stepped spillway and a physical model of climactic spillway are built and the 

experiments are done by different debis on the models [18]. In this study the hydraulic features of the passing 

flow of the stepped spillways for two model and for each 50.8 debi are studied. These two models include the 15 

and 35 steps with the heights of 5.5 and 2.46 respectively. The slip of the spillways was 45 degree and the 

curved shaped of the steps was designed by y=1.68 x1.85. the amount of energy obtained in the head of the 

slipway, H was calculated as:  

Ht=y0 +Va2/2g                                                                                  

 In this equation  y0 is the depth of water, Va is the speed of nearing the spillway and g is the representative 

of the gravity speed [19].  

 54 models of the stepped spillways are made by three different slopes and were studied. In order to study 

the effect of the number of steps in energy decline, the steps 2,3,5,7, …., 39 were determined. The aim of the 

present study was to investigate the effect of the step numbers in decline of energy and finally obtaining the 

number of steps in them so that the most declines is obtained. The experiments were done by 5 different debis 

and the results indicated the increase in energy depreciation by increasing the number of steps for each stable 

energy in the upper part [10].  

 Analysis of the input and output speed in the infusion and non-infusion flows  

 In this part the results of the analysis by Fluent Software is compared and studied. Table 1 shows the results 

(infusion).  

 
Table 1: 

input and output speed  
mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude              (m/s) 
-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 

out           0.36556584 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.24761672 

spillway model 
3-1-10 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.10018032 

out            0.4443326 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.29137602 

6-1-10 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 
-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 

out            0.3059434 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.22363818 

3-2-10 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.10018032 

6-2-10 
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out           0.43997964 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.30405992 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s)) 
-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 

out           0.47914618 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net            0.3107169 

3-1-20 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.10018032 

out           0.61804998 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.41090211 

6-1-20 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 

out           0.38197532 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.26925734 

3-2-20 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.10018032 

out           0.64422971 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.44639358 

6-2-20 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 
Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 
out           0.22171165 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.17309912 

 

3-1-10 
edged 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.10018032 

out           0.27282575 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.21004559 

 
6-1-10 

edged 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 
Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 
out           0.18935403 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.15692723 

 

3-2-10 
edged 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 

out           0.33472723 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.24943744 

 

6-2-20 

edged 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 
Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 
out           0.24671228 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.19342794 

 

3-1-20 
edged 
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mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 
out           0.33765918 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.25849956 

 

6-1-20 

edged 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.10018032 

out            0.3950572 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.29676491 

 
3-2-20 

edged 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 
Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.10018032 
out           0.45517072 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.34594291 

 

6-2-20 
edged 

 

 Using the energy equation, we can determine the ratio of energy decline in different modes. Figures 1 and 2 

compare the energy decline in simple and edged forms.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Comparison of energy decline in different modes (simple steps).  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Comparison of energy decline in different modes (edged steps). 

  

 Figure 3 shows the speed of the outputs. This chart can be a base for designing the lavers and instalations.  
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Fig. 3: The speed flow exit from different spillways (falling). 

 

 Table 2 shows the results in different modes of stepped spillways in procedural flows.  
 

Table 2: 

input and output speed 
Mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 
-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 

out           0.77763212 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.61011618 

3-1-10 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.40072128 

out           0.77017307 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.60597229 

6-1-10 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 
-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 

out           0.89018625 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.69440025 

3-2-10 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.40072128 

out            0.8175059 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.65079206 

6-2-10 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 
Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 
out           0.91856682 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.68841326 

3-1-20 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.40072128 

out           0.76010841 

-------------------- ---------------- 

6-1-20 
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Net           0.61635357 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 
Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 
out            1.0744208 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.80494094 

3-2-20 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 
-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 

out           0.80170333 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.65589166 

6-2-20 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 
Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 

out           0.71985865 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.59220374 

 

3-1-10 
edged 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 
-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 

out           0.53437513 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.48577371 

 

6-1-10 

edged 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.40072128 

out           0.77963471 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.64184803 

 
3-2-10 

edged 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 
-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 

out           0.64379084 
-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.55540192 

 

6-2-20 

edged 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.40072128 

out           0.75593233 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.62676471 

 
3-1-20 

edged 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 
Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 

out           0.51830935 

-------------------- ---------------- 

Net           0.47911331 

 

6-1-20 
edged 

mixture 
Average of Facet Values 

Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 
in           0.40072128 

out            0.9495101 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.76658046 

 
3-2-20 

edged 

mixture 

Average of Facet Values 

 

6-2-20 
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Velocity Magnitude                (m/s) 

-------------------- -------------------------------- 

in           0.40072128 

out           0.57871956 

-------------------- ---------------- 
Net           0.52395087 

edged 

 

 Figure 4 and 5 compares the energy decline in simple and edged modes using the energy equation. Pay 

attention to the differences in the amount of depreciation.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4: The comparison of energy decline in different modes (simple steps).  

 

 
 

Fig. 5: The comparison of energy decline in different modes (edged steps). 

 

 As it was mentioned before, the output speed chart was used as the main data in designing the rest lavers. 

Figure 6 shows the speed of exiting from different spillways.  

 
 

Fig. 6: The exiting speed of the water flow from different spillways.  

 

Conclusion: 

 The charts in the previous section indicated the changes in energy depreciation in the stepped spillways due 

to changes in the solving condition. Presence of edges at the end of the steps caused increase in energy 
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encryption. However, the amount of this effect in infusion and non-infusion mode is different. The height and 

length of the steps are the effective factors on the energy depreciation and by increasing them the depreciation 

also increases. In terms of economic improvements, it can be said that although energy decline due to the edges 

does not depend on the size of the changes but creating these edges is accompanied by low costs. The coarse 

changes which were introduced before indicate the fact that this parameter has lower effect. The thickness of the 

border layer causes the coarse effects to be on the viscose under layer and its effect on the energy depreciation 

will be less. It can also cause errors in the results comparing the experimental models. As the meshing is finer, 

more precise layers are formed and it will be more realistic. The results of the studies in the field of modeling 

show that one of the ways for improving and increasing the preciseness of the modeling is to reduce the meshing 

dimensions. Moreover, reducing the meshing dimensions needs increasing the ability of model in simulating the 

physical features. For example, by reducing the mesh dimensions directed to horizon, the assumption of 

smallness in the meshing ratio is removed. The profile charts of the water level, speed fields and pressure can be 

used in order to understand the issues such as flow, phenomenon and cavitation.  

 

Suggestions: 

 If the pressure of a liquid is declined, the thermal degree in which the liquid boils will decline, too. As a 

result, decline in the pressure causes liquid boiling even at the thermal degrees of the normal atmosphere which 

is called cavitation [14]. The reason for paying attention to the cavitation is that the sudden changes of the 

pressure can have costly damages. The Fluent Software provide the possibility to recognize the pressure curves, 

sensitive points to the cavitation and the flow on the spillway.  

 Is increasing the dimensions of the spillway effective and is it possible to follow the increase to increase the 

energy depreciation with the first ratio. In other words, a limit should be determined for increasing the 

dimensions and obtain the proper condition.  

 How is meshing the models done and what is the limit for meshing and how the meshing error can be 

minimized.  

 The form of the edges should be studied so that the modes with highest energy depreciation are recognized.  

 How can improve the parametric role of the coarseness and is it possible to use the other materials except 

concrete in the stepped spillways to trap the energy.  

 How are the speed curves and the border layers shown in the shape used to have a correct understanding of 

the main structure of a border layer and use the results of the exit speed to create the rest laver and its 

installation?  
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